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It is shown that topological insulating phases driven by interactions can be realized without the
need for spin-orbit coupling or large intersite interaction in a two-dimensional system of spin- 1

2
fermions with a single pair of parabolically touching bands. Using a weak-coupling, Wilsonian
renormalization group procedure, we show that a quantum anomalous Hall phase is realized for
Hubbard interaction, while a quantum spin Hall phase is favored for longer-ranged interactions.

Topological aspects of condensed matter systems have
become the subject of tremendous interest over the last
decade. In two-dimensional (2D) systems, topological
insulating phases can be understood as generalizations
of the quantum Hall effect. The quantum anomalous
Hall (QAH) effect, first studied in Ref. [1] and recently
observed experimentally [2], is an integer quantum Hall
phase with gapless edge currents that is realized in the
absence of any applied magnetic field. The quantum spin
Hall (QSH) effect, predicted in [3, 4] and first observed
in [5], is an analogue to the QAH effect, but with oppo-
site chiralities for up and down spins, so that the gap-
less edge modes are spin (rather than charge) currents
[6]. Most previous proposals for realizing these effects
experimentally [2, 4, 7–12] have involved quantum well
heterostructures used to engineer systems with topologi-
cally nontrivial band structures, typically requiring large
spin-orbit coupling to create a “band inversion.” While
much of the focus has been on noninteracting systems,
an important question is whether topological phases can
instead be induced by interactions between electrons. Al-
though several models have been proposed to realize such
phases [13–15], often topologically nontrivial phases ap-
pear only in regions of parameter space that may be dif-
ficult to realize in an experimental system, e.g. when in-
tersite Coulomb repulsion is larger than on-site repulsion
or in models of spinless fermions. In this Letter, it is
shown that such topologically ordered phases can be re-
alized at weak coupling for any type of electron-electron
interactions in a 2D system of fermions with parabolically
touching bands. As we explain below, the use of renor-
malization group (RG) techniques is crucial for obtain-
ing the correct phases, as the interaction terms leading
to these phases may not be present in the bare Hamilto-
nian and therefore cannot be captured within mean field
theory. Rather, the terms leading to topologically non-
trivial phases at low energies are generated by fluctuating
high-energy modes.

Due to the fact that, unlike linearly dispersing Dirac
cones, parabolically touching bands have a finite density
of states in 2D, it has been suggested that such systems
might host interaction-driven topological phases [14, 16–

18]. (See also related proposals for bilayer graphene,
which in the idealized case features two pairs of parabol-
ically touching bands [19–22].) Such parabolically touch-
ing bands can arise on the checkerboard and kagome lat-
tices [14] at 1/2 and 1/3 filling, respectively, as well as
on the Lieb lattice [23] and within certain collinear spin
density wave states [16]. It has also been proposed that
they may arise on 2D surfaces of topological crystalline
insulators [24]. While RG techniques have been used to
investigate the formation of ordered phases in the case of
weakly interacting spinless fermions with parabolic band
touching [14], up until now the case of spin- 1

2 has been
studied only by mean field theory, which may not be
reliable in the case that there are multiple competing in-
stabilities.

In this Letter we use a symmetry-based, Wilsonian
renormalization group procedure [25–27] to study the
possible weak-coupling phase instabilities of this system.
The low-energy effective Hamiltonian used to describe
the system is given by H = H0 +Hint, where the nonin-
teracting part introduced by Sun et al. is given by [14]

H0 =
∑
|k|<Λ

∑
σ=↑↓

ψ†kσH0(k)ψkσ,

H0(k) = tIk
21 + 2txkxkyσ1 + tz(k

2
x − k2

y)σ3.

(1)

The interacting part, which contains all marginal cou-
plings allowed by symmetry, is given by

Hint =
2π

m

3∑
i=0

gi

∫
d2x

∑
σ=↑↓

ψ†σ(x)σiψσ(x)

2

. (2)

Here ψkσ has two components, which in the case of a
checkerboard lattice correspond to sublattices A and B;
σ denotes electron spin; and σi are the standard Pauli
matrices, with σ0 = 1. Note that there is no term ∼ σ2

in H0(k) since such a term would break time-reversal
symmetry. The d-wave symmetry of the second and third
terms inH0(k) give rise to a Berry phase winding of ±2π.
Diagonalizing H0(k) gives

E±k =
k2

√
2m

[
λ±

√
cos2 η cos2 2θk + sin2 η sin2 2θk

]
,(3)
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where m = 1/
√

2(t2x + t2z), λ = tI/
√
t2x + t2z, cos η =

tz/
√
t2x + t2z, and sin η = tx/

√
t2x + t2z. For |tI | <

min(|tx|, |tz|), (3) describes one upward and one down-
ward dispersing band, with the two touching paraboli-
cally at k = 0. The Hamiltonian is invariant under the
C4v point group, which describes the checkerboard lat-
tice, and time reversal symmetry. The parabolic band
touching is stable to perturbations that do not break
these symmetries. The group representations and cor-
responding symmetry-allowed interaction terms gi are
shown in Table I. If the lattice point group is instead
C6v, as occurs for instance on the kagome lattice, then
one must have g3 = g1 and |tx| = |tz| in (1) and (2). In
this case the low-energy effective theory becomes rota-
tionally invariant. The system also exhibits particle-hole
symmetry when λ = 0.

We employ a Wilsonian RG procedure in order to
study the effects of interactions and instabilities to or-
dered phases at low energy scales. It is useful to define
the following action:

S =

∫
dτ

 ∑
|k|<Λ

∑
σ

ψ†kσ(∂τ +H0(k))ψkσ +Hint

 ,(4)

where the Grassmann fields ψkσ now depend on imagi-
nary time τ . The RG step is then performed by eliminat-
ing states within the momentum shell Λ(1−d`) < |k| < Λ
while integrating over all frequencies. By including all
one-loop diagrams and rescaling the couplings after each
RG step, one obtains the following flow equations:

dgi
d`

=

3∑
j,k=0

Aijkgjgk, (5)

where the coefficients Aijk are given in the Supplemen-
tary Information (SI). The parameters λ and η do not
flow at this order. From (5), one sees that the couplings
are marginally relevant and generally flow to infinite val-
ues for sufficiently large `. The ratios of these couplings,
however, approach fixed finite values, with each of these
fixed ratios corresponding to a particular ordered phase.
Due to the perturbative nature of our approach, the flow
equations remain valid only at weak coupling and break
down at RG scales where gi(`) & 1. It is convenient to
define the new couplings g± = (g3 ± g1)/2. In the limit
of a rotationally invariant (η = π/4), particle-hole sym-
metric (λ = 0) system, the flow equations (5) take on
the following relatively simple form (see SI for the case
of general η and λ):

ġ0 = −4g0g+

ġ+ = −(g0 − g+)2 − (g2 − g+)2 − 6g2
+

ġ2 = 4(g0g2 − g2
2 − g2

− + g2
+ − 3g2g+)

ġ− = 2g−(g0 − 3g2 − 2g+).

(6)

From this equation we see that g− will not be gener-
ated if it vanishes initially, which indeed must be the

g0

g+ g�
g+

g2

g+

FIG. 1. Renormalization group flows of the coupling ratios,
with g± = (g3 ± g1)/2, with fermion dispersion taken to be
rotationally invariant (η = π/4) and particle-hole symmetric
(λ = 0). The three stable fixed ratios are shown in red, with
the upper two corresponding to a QAH phase, while the stable
fixed ratio with g2/g+ < 0 corresponds to a QSH phase. The
trajectories corresponding to Hubbard and forward scattering
interaction are shown as bold red and blue lines, respectively.
In the Hubbard case, the flow begins with g0/g+ > 0 and
then reappears in the opposite quadrant when g+(`) passes
through zero. Apart from the unstable Gaussian fixed point,
all flows terminate in the g0/g+ = 0 plane as g+ → −∞. For
the black arrows, the flow direction corresponds to g+ < 0.
If g+ > 0 initially, the couplings first flow opposite to the
direction shown (as shown for the Hubbard case) until g+
changes sign and the trajectories follow the arrows shown.

case when the system has C6 rotational symmetry. One
also sees from (6) that ġ+ ≤ 0, indicating that g+(`) de-
creases under RG flow. Apart from certain fine-tuned
initial conditions from which the coupling ratios flow to-
ward one of the mixed-stability fixed ratios in the g0 = 0
plane shown in Figure 1, one finds in all cases that g+(`)
passes through 0 and eventually flows toward large neg-
ative values. Following the method of Ref. [26], we can
take advantage of the monotonic decrease of g+(`) and
reparameterize the flow equations in terms of this vari-
able, so that the new flow equations are of the form
d(gi/g+)/dg+ = Φi({gj/g+}).

As shown in Figure 1, which illustrates the RG flows
of the coupling ratios parametrized in this way, there are
three stable fixed values of the ratios. All of the fixed
ratios lie in the plane g0/g+ = 0. From analyzing sus-
ceptibilities (see below), we find that two of the three
stable fixed points correspond to the QAH phase, while
the third corresponds to QSH. We thus conclude that
all possible instabilities of the system at weak coupling
are to topologically ordered phases, and that these in-
stabilities are realized for arbitrarily weak values of the
couplings gi. It is useful to describe the flows for var-
ious values of the initial couplings. For density-density
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Rep. gi M
(c)
i Phase (c) M

(s)
i Phase (s) M

(pp)
i

A1 g0 14 – 1~s FM 1s2

A2 g2 σ21 QAH σ2~s QSH σ2(is2~s)

B1 g3 σ31 Nem. (site) σ3~s NSN (site) σ3s2

B2 g1 σ11 Nem. (bond) σ1~s NSN (bond) σ1s2

TABLE I. Fermionic couplings gi, together with the repre-
sentation of C4v under which they transform, the matrices
appearing in the source term bilinears (7), and the phases as-
sociated with each bilinear. The possible excitonic phases are
ferromagnet (FM), quantum anomalous Hall (QAH), quan-
tum spin Hall (QSH), charge nematic on sites or bonds, and
nematic-spin-nematic (NSN) on sites or bonds.

interactions, the only nonzero bare couplings are g0 and
g3, with the other couplings generated upon running the
RG. For on-site Hubbard interaction on the checkerboard
lattice, g0(` = 0) = g3(` = 0), while for the case of long-
ranged forward scattering interaction, only g0 is nonzero
initially. The spatial range of the interaction can then
be adjusted by interpolating between these two limits.
For all sufficiently short-ranged interactions satisfying
g3(0)/g0(0) > 0.26, the couplings flow to the fixed ratios
at (g0, g−, g2) = (0,−3.73, 7.46)g+, corresponding to the
QAH phase. For g3(` = 0)/g0(` = 0) < 0.26, on the other
hand, the couplings flow to (g0, g−, g2) = (0, 0,−1.09)g+,
corresponding to QSH. Although we have focused on the
symmetric case with η = π/4 and λ = 0, the results
remain qualitatively similar away from the particle-hole
symmetric and rotationally invariant limit.

In order to investigate possible types of symmetry
breaking, we introduce the following source terms into
the action:

S∆ =

∫
dτ

∫
d2x

{ 4∑
i=1

[
∆

(c)
i ψ†M (c)

i ψ + ~∆
(s)
i · ψ

†M(s)
i ψ

]

+
1

2

[ 3∑
i=1

∆
(pp)
i ψ†M (pp)

i ψ∗ + ~∆
(pp)
4 · ψ†M(pp)

4 ψ∗ +H.c.

]}
.

(7)

The matrices that define the various fermion bilinears in
charge (c), spin (s), and particle-particle (pp) channels
are given in Table I. The source terms in (7) flow under
RG as follows:

d ln ∆
(c,s,pp)
i

d`
= 2 +

3∑
j=0

B
(c,s,pp)
ij gj , (8)

where the coefficients Bc,s,ppij are provided in the SI. It
is then possible to compute susceptibilities by taking
derivatives of the free energy with respect to these source
terms: χi = −∂2f/∂∆i∂∆∗i . The full expressions for χi
are given in the SI. One finds that they exhibit power law
behavior near the RG scale `∗ where the couplings gi(`)
diverge, i.e. χi ∼ (`∗ − `)−λ. These exponents are given
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FIG. 2. Critical exponents of divergent susceptibilities as a
function of anisotropy (η = π/4 corresponds to the rotation-
ally invariant case). Left panels correspond to long-ranged
interaction (g0(0) > 0 only); right panels correspond to Hub-
bard interaction (g0(0) = g3(0) > 0). Upper panels are calcu-
lated with particle-hole symmetry; lower panels are calculated
with particle-hole asymmetry λ 6= 0.

by

γ(c,s,pp)
m =

2
∑
j B

(c,s,pp)
mn ρn∑

ijk Aijkρiρjρk
, (9)

where ρi = lim`→`∗ gi(`)/
√∑

j g
2
j (`). The susceptibil-

ity exponents are shown for various values of rotational
anisotropy and particle-hole asymmetry in Figure 2. In
the case of long-ranged interaction, one can see from
the figures that QSH is the leading instability, with sub-
leading instabilities to charge nematic phases. For Hub-
bard interaction, the leading instability is to the QAH
phase, with subleading instabilities to either charge ne-
matic along bonds or nematic spin nematic (NSN) on
sites. The susceptibilities themselves for both types of
interaction are shown in Figure 3, from which we see
that the results for the leading instabilities match those
from Figure 2.

The realization of the QAH phase for Hubbard inter-
action is in apparent contrast with Refs. [14] and [15],
both of which found NSN as the leading instability. The
NSN phase preserves rotational symmetry in the charge
channel while breaking it in the spin channel [28, 29].
The analysis of Ref. [14] was based on a mean-field anal-
ysis, which may not be reliable in cases where there are
competing instabilities with diverging susceptibilities in
multiple channels. Indeed, since the Hubbard interaction
does not couple neighboring sites on opposite sublattices,
it is clear that the QAH order parameter 〈ψ†(σ21)ψ〉 will
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FIG. 3. Susceptibilities to particle-hole phases as a function
of the RG flow parameter ` calculated for forward scattering
(a) and on-site Hubbard (b) interaction. The electron dis-
persion is rotationally invariant (η = π/4) and particle-hole
symmetric (λ = 0).

not be favored at mean-field level. The realization of the
QAH phase depends crucially on the coupling g2 that is
generated by fluctuations that are captured in the RG
approach. On the other hand, while the fRG study of
Ref. [15] does include such fluctuations, that method is
restricted to strong or intermediate couplings U & t, and
so complements our analysis of weak-coupling instabili-
ties. That a NSN phase is realized at strong coupling
is not surprising, as this corresponds to a Neél state in
which spins anti-align with their nearest neighbors. Such
a state is not favored at weak coupling, however, due to
its gapless excitation spectrum, which can be expected
to gain less condensation energy than the fully gapped
QAH phase. As pointed out previously [14], in the charge
(spin) nematic phases, the quadratic band touching splits
into two (four) Dirac cones, so that the excitation spec-
trum remains gapless in each of these cases. As the mag-
nitude of the order parameter grows, these cones move
further apart. In a theory that takes the full lattice into
account, the cones eventually annihilate far from the orig-
inal band touching points, and the spectrum becomes
fully gapped for sufficiently strong interactions. At weak
coupling, however, this cannot occur, and one expects
the fully gapped spectra of the QAH or QSH phases to
be favored in this case, which is indeed what we find.
The study of the quantum phase transition between the

QAH and NSN phases is an interesting possible direction
for future work.

In conclusion, we have shown using a weak-coupling
RG framework that it is possible to realize topological
QAH and QSH phases from electron-electron interactions
in a system of parabolically touching bands. The fact
that these phases are realized for arbitrarily weak in-
teractions of any type suggests that they are likely to
be observed experimentally if 2D materials with a single
quadratic band crossing point can be realized.

This work was supported by the NSF CAREER award
under Grant No. DMR-0955561 (OV), NSF Cooperative
Agreement No. DMR-0654118, and the State of Florida
(OV,JM).
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Supplementary Information

In order to evaluate the flow equations for the couplings and the source terms, we shall make use of the following
integral:∫

dω

2π

∫ Λ

Λ(1−d`)

d2k

(2π)2
Ĝ0(iω,k)⊗ Ĝ0(±iω,±k) =

m

4π
d`

[
∓Aph,pp14 ⊗ 14 +

1

2
Bph,ppσ31⊗ σ31 +

1

2
Cph,ppσ11⊗ σ11

]
,(10)

where Ĝ0(iω,k) is the bare Green function following from (1). The upper and lower signs on the left hand side of
(10) correspond to the labels ph and pp on the right hand side, respectively. The coefficients on the right hand side
of (10) are given by

Aph = −
√

2

π

K(1− cot2 η)

| sin η|

Bph =
2
√

2[E(1− cot2 η)− cot2 ηK(1− cot2 η)]

π| sin η|(1− cot2 η)

Cph =
2
√

2[K(1− cot2 η)− E(1− cot2 η)]

π| sin η|(1− cot2 η)
.

(11)

and

App =

√
2

π| sin η|

[
K(1− cot2 η) +

λ2

sin2 η − λ2
Π

(
sin2 η − cos2 η

sin2 η − λ2
, 1− cot2 η

)]
,

Bpp =
23/2

π| sin η|(tan2 η − 1)

[
−K(1− cot2 η) + Π

(
sin2 η − cos2 η

sin2 η − λ2
, 1− cot2 η

)]
,

Cpp =
23/2

π| sin η|(1− cot2 η)

[
K(1− cot2 η)− cos2 η − λ2

sin2 η − λ2
Π

(
sin2 η − cos2 η

sin2 η − λ2
, 1− cot2 η

)]
.

(12)

Note that the coefficients in (11), which correspond to particle-hole scattering processes, are independent of the
particle-hole asymmetry λ. The functions K, E, and Π are complete elliptic functions. In the limit of particle-hole
symmetry (λ = 0) and rotational invariance (η = π/4), (11) and (12) reduce to Aph,pp = Bph,pp = Cph,pp = 1.

From evaluating the one-loop diagrams shown in Figure 4, one obtains the coefficients Aijk =
∑5
m=1Aijk(m) in

the flow equation for the couplings [(5) in the main text], where m labels the five diagrams in Figure 4. One gets only
diagonal contributions from the first diagram:

Aiii(1) =
[
−4Aph + Cph Tr((σ1σj)

2) +Bph Tr((σ3σj)
2)
] m

4π
. (13)

From the second and third diagrams combined:

Aiij(2) +Aiij(3) =

[
Aph Tr(σiσjσiσj)−

1

2
Cph Tr(σiσjσ1σiσ1σj)−

1

2
Bph Tr(σiσjσ3σiσ3σj)

]
m

4π
. (14)

From the fourth diagram:

Aijk(4) =
1

8

[
2Aph Tr(σkσjσi) Tr(σjσkσi)− Cph Tr(σkσ1σjσi) Tr(σjσ1σkσi)

−Bph Tr(σkσ3σjσi) Tr(σjσ3σkσi)

]
m

4π
.

(15)
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FIG. 4. Feynman diagrams contributing to the flow of the couplings gi. The solid lines correspond to fermions; the dashed
lines correspond to interactions. The internal fermion lines (colored red) have “fast” momenta Λ(1− d`) < |k| < Λ, while the
external legs have “slow” momenta |k| < Λ(1− d`).

FIG. 5. Feynman diagrams contributing to the flow of the source terms ∆c,s,pp
i . The solid lines correspond to fermions; the

dashed lines correspond to interactions. The two diagrams in (a) give contributions to the particle-hole source terms, while the
diagram in (b) contributes to the particle-particle source term. The internal fermion lines (colored red) have “fast” momenta
Λ(1− d`) < |k| < Λ, while the external legs have “slow” momenta |k| < Λ(1− d`).

Finally, from the fifth diagram:

Aijk(5) = −1

8

[
2App (Tr(σkσjσi))

2
+ Cpp (Tr(σkσ1σjσi))

2
+Bpp (Tr(σkσ3σjσi))

2

]
m

4π
. (16)

The flows of the source terms introduced in (7) are computed by evaluating the diagrams shown in Figure 5.
Evaluating these diagrams and using (10) gives the following expressions for the coefficients appearing in (8):

B
(c,s)
ij (1) =

m

4π
{−AphTr[(σj1)M

(c,s)
i ] +

1

2
BphTr[(σj1)(σ31)M

(c,s)
i (σ31)] +

1

2
CphTr[(σj1)(σ11)M

(c,s)
i (σ11)]},

B
(c,s)
ij (2) = − m

16π
{−AphTr[((σj1)M

(c,s)
i )2] +

1

2
BphTr[M

(c,s)
i (σj1)(σ31)M

(c,s)
i (σ31)(σj1)]

+
1

2
CphTr[M

(c,s)
i (σj1)(σ11)M

(c,s)
i (σ11)(σj1)]},

B
(pp)
ij = − m

16π
{AppTr[(σj1)M

(pp)
i (σj1)TM

(pp)
i ] +

1

2
BppTr[M

(pp)
i (σj1)(σ31)M

(pp)
i (σ31)(σj1)T ]

+
1

2
CppTr[M

(pp)
i (σj1)(σ11)M

(pp)
i (σ11)(σj1)T ]}.

(17)

Adding the contributions from the first two diagrams together then gives B
(c,s)
ij = B

(c,s)
ij (1) + B

(c,s)
ij (2). By differ-

entiating the free energy with respect to the source terms, one obtains the following expression for the particle-hole
susceptibilities in the charge and spin channels:

χ
(c,s)
i (`) =

m

4π

∫ `

0

d`′e2Ω
(c,s)
i (`′)

{
−4Aph +

1

2
BphTr[(σ31)Mi)

2] +
1

2
CphTr[(σ11)Mi)

2]

}
, (18)

where

Ω
(c,s)
i (`) =

∫ `

0

d`′
3∑
j=0

B
(c,s)
ij gj(`

′). (19)
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The particle-particle susceptibilities are given by

χppi (`) =
m

4π

∫ `

0

d`′e2Ωpp
i (`′)

{
4App +

1

2
BppTr[(σ31)Mi)

2] +
1

2
CppTr[(σ11)Mi)

2]

}
, (20)

where

Ωppi (`) =

∫ `

0

d`′
3∑
j=0

Bppij gj(`
′). (21)
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